3D Systems Unveils Next Gen Full Color 3D Printers

-ProJet® x60 Platform Delivers the Power of Full-Color, Speed & Mobility -High-Definition, Photo Quality Color; From Realistic to Vibrant

ROCK HILL, South Carolina, April 22, 2013 – 3D Systems (NYSE:DDD) announced today the immediate availability of its new ProJet® x60 series of full color 3D printers with an unparalleled ability to print 90% of the colors available in Adobe® Photoshop® and new VisiJet® PXL materials utilizing 3D Systems’ exclusive ColorJet Printing (CJP) technology. Feature rich with exceptional performance and value, the ProJet x60 offers enhanced functionality, utility and productivity, and will be on display at the Inside 3D Printing Expo in New York City, New York at the Javits Convention Center from April 22 to 23, 2013, in booth 102.

Built on the proven ZPrinter® platform, see how the ProJet x60 combines the most comprehensive, capable and extensive features of 3D printers available today to further extend 3D Systems’ range of addressable applications. Whether you need full-color models, precision verification parts or beautifully detailed assemblies that pass for finished products, the new ProJet x60 delivers. From striking architectural white to photo realistic pastels and bold vibrant color, these parts communicate design intent like nothing else can, quickly and affordably. And the new ProJet x60 professional printers offer new levels of productivity with faster print mode options, improved user convenience with mobile connectivity using tablet computers and smartphones, and more powerful coloring and file preparation software tools.

There are 6 new ProJet printer models:

- ProJet 160 – compact size, most affordable monochrome printing
- ProJet 260C – compact size, most affordable full color 3D printer available
• ProJet 360 – medium size, monochrome printing affordability
• ProJet 460Plus – medium size, high-quality full color printing
• ProJet 660Pro – large format, premium-quality full color printing
• ProJet 860Pro – super-large format, premium-quality full color printing

“These exciting, next generation color printers embody 3D Systems’ commitment to democratize access to powerful and affordable 3D printing solutions for professionals, educators and consumers, alike,” said Michele Marchesan, Vice President and General Manager, Personal and Professional Printers for 3D Systems. “The new ProJet x60 series builds on our innovation heritage, leverages our expanded line of 3D content-to-print solutions and enables users to create more, faster.”
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###

**About 3D Systems**

3D Systems is a leading global provider of 3D content-to-print solutions including 3D printers, print materials and on-demand custom parts services for professionals and consumers alike. The company also provides CAD modeling, reverse engineering and inspection software tools and consumer 3D printers, apps and services. Its expertly integrated solutions replace and complement traditional methods and reduce the time and cost of designing and manufacturing new products. 3D Systems products and services are used to rapidly design, communicate, prototype or produce real functional parts, empowering customers to create and make with confidence.

More information on the company is available at [www.3DSystems.com](http://www.3DSystems.com).